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Two minutes left. It’s almost 
“go time.”  Terror courses 
through your veins. Fear 

begins to grip you. Your heart beats 
quickly, your palms begin to sweat, your 
throat dries and your breath shortens. In 
an instant, your mind clears and you have 
no idea what you are about to say. The 
tension in the room feels just like the end 
of a tied-up state championship  
football game. 

But this is no athletic event. This 
is the end of the 15-minute preparation 
period that takes place before a 
Parliamentary Debate competition round. 
In these 15 short minutes, competing 
students have been given a current-
events-based topic, and must prepare a 
case to prove why their side is correct. 
Then they will stand before a judge and 
their competitors to not only present their 
case clearly but defend their points when 
the other team presents an alternate point 
of view. 

The human brain races fast and 
furiously during these final two minutes 
of preparation, knowing what is ahead. 
But for students around the state 
competing in Speech and Debate, also 
called Forensics, this is a regular part of 
competition:  they roar into combat, but 
leave smiling 45 minutes later.

Schools around the country offer 
students the ability to compete in the art 
of public speaking.  Speech and debate 
can be compared to track.  In track, most 
events center around one thing: running. 
But running can take many forms 
including sprints, hurdles or distance 
runs, with each competitor choosing a 
specialty depending on his or her interest 
and skills. 

Speech and Debate is very similar. 
All events focus on one basic action, 
speaking.  Some students choose debating 
events where they can take and defend 
a position in the arena of today’s varied 
current events.  Others choose speaking 
events that focus on presentation skills. 
Still others choose acting events where 
published sources can be interpreted and 
presented from memory (see sidebar). 

The competitive season begins in 
October, with tournaments taking place 
throughout the school year leading up to 
the State Championships in April.

Speech and Debate at Marist, like 
at most schools, attracts a vast diversity 
of students. Some are confident and 
outgoing (and according to their parents 
who contend with their teens daily, expert 
debaters).  They enjoy the spotlight 
achieved by hard work, practice, and 
success. Some are by their very nature 

quiet and shy and really looking for 
ways to improve by stepping out of their 
comfort zones. 

Many stereotypical “speech types” 
are easy to spot, with acting skills in their 
blood and a seemingly almost natural 
need to present information. A coach’s 
job, however, is not to just find students 
who will excel and are natural fits, but to 
find those who need the program, in ways 
difficult to describe.

As Marist’s coach I observed one 
student making an oral presentation in 
a regular class earlier this year. Visibly 
in fear, he quickly jumped from point to 
point, stuttering when he got nervous. 
His speech lasted for less than 45 seconds 
before he sat down, looking  
totally defeated. 

While many would discount him as 
a candidate for a competitive speech and 
debate team, something about him stood 
out and I approached him after class 
about joining my team, assuming he’d 
laugh off the idea. Surprisingly, he perked 
up at the suggestion and seemed flattered 
at the fact that a speech coach had seen 
something in him that he himself just 
could not see. He came to practice  
that afternoon. 

Over the next several months of 
work, his evolution was staggering. He 

worked hard, not just in practices, but in 
his spare minutes.  He bonded with team 
members and found a home away from 
his usual sports. He began to compete and 
surprised himself as he found success. 

I will never forget the look on his 
face when I met him after a debate round 
to share the news that he qualified for 
his first “finals round,” where the top six 
competitors from a tournament compete 
to determine the ultimate winner. “But I 
was horrible!” he stated in a mixture of 
confusion, self-doubt and disbelief. “No,” 
I assured him, “You don’t realize this yet, 
but you are really good at this, and you’ll 
be fine!” In the next tournament, he took 
home the second-place trophy. 

Later I discovered that since finding 
his home on the team, his classroom 
behavior has improved, grades have gone 
up and he is much more focused. 

This type of behavior is not an 
isolated incident. The benefits of 
competitive speech and debate are 
enormous. According to the National 
Forensics League, which governs high 
school speech competition nationwide, 
students who compete improve their 
reading, listening, speaking and writing 
skills. They also improve critical 
thinking and confidence, have increased 
motivation during schoolwork, and have 
more intellectual curiosity. There are also 
considerable rewards, including having a 
significant edge in college admissions and 
many scholarship opportunities.

On a rainy Saturday in December 
of 2012, teams from throughout Oregon 
gathered at Marist Catholic High 
School for a the first annual tournament, 
nicknamed “Spartan Speaks.” Interested 
community members and teachers were 
here to volunteer as judges. On this day, 
the coaches and team members from 
the University of Oregon Speech and 
Debate team are on hand helping the 

judges to provide extra feedback, so the 
competitors can significantly improve 
their presentations as the competition 
season heats up. 

As the tournament ramps up, so does 
the realization that this is a vital activity 
for our students. Marist School Board 
President Chris Cardani, volunteering 
as a judge, stated,  “I only wish I could 
have learned these skills in high school! 
Instead I had to learn the hard way during 
my freshman year of law school.”  Even 
longtime Marist English teacher Kathy 
Yocum caught the Speech bug: “I had no 
idea this was so much fun! How have I 
missed this for all these years?”    

Public speaking, fun? Most 
Americans still identify public speaking 
as their Number One fear. But those that 
push out of their comfort zones to see 
what it’s all about find a reward greater 
than they ever expected.

As a Marist Parliamentary Debate 
team scrambles to finish their case in 
their final two minutes of preparation 
with hearts beating, sweat building and 
tension mounting, but also filled with the 
excitement of having points they really 
feel will dazzle their competitors, they 
look forward to the coming round. While 
competing is stressful at the time, the 
knowledge and confidence they feel of 
knowing they can be heard and defend 
their case against the coming fight is a 
terrific feeling. 

It is one that will help them in every 
facet of life, and one that will provide 
memories they’ll never forget.

SPEAK

Competitive Speaking 
Events:

• Cross Examination Debate
      2 on 2 researched debate
• Parliamentary Debate
      2 on 2 impromptu debate
• Lincoln Douglas Debate
      1 on 1 value researched debate
• Public Forum Debate
      2 on 2 "Crossfire" style debate
• Impromptu Speaking
      A 5-minute speech, with only 30 
      seconds of preparation
• Expository Speaking
      A memorized business presentation
• Radio Commentary
      Judges only hear you. It's all the 
      power of your voice during delivery
• Original Oratory
      An inspirational, motivating speech
• Extemperaneous Speaking
      In-depth analysis, 30-minutes prep
• After-Dinner Speaking
      Serious topics, but funny delivery
• Dramatic Interpretation
      An acting-style serious monologue
• Humorous Interpretation
      An acting-style humor monologue
• LIBIELL
      Interpretation for English beginners
• Duo Interpretation
      Acting event for teams of two
• Poetry
      An interpretive reading of poetry
• Prose
      An interpretive reading of narration

TEAM
by Steve Barth

Marist has an active Speech and Debate program, but who would want to compete by giving a speech?

Left: Jessica Lynch '16 shows off her Original Oratory win. Middle: Heather Clarke '15 displays her "Avengers Style" 3rd place trophy for Expository Speaking at the 
Grants Pass tournament. Right: Abby Pandina '15 gives a thumbs up after a first round debate victory at the Willamette University tournament. 

2012-13 Marist Speech & Debate team members: Abby Pandina '15, Heather Clarke '15, Ben Bollinger '15, 
Simon Olson '13, Jeff Carr '14, Jessica Lynch '16 and coach Steve Barth. Not pictured: Jacob Kiefer '15.
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